
Song of Songs 7

1. Adjective

2. Nickname For Your Girl

3. Body Part Pl

4. Profession

5. Body Part

6. Round Object

7. Drink

8. Agricultural Product

9. Flower Type

10. Animal Young Pl

11. Animal Young Pl

12. Animal

13. Something Tall

14. Body Part Pl

15. Place

16. Place

17. Something Tall

18. Place

19. Mountain Name

20. Something Ornate

21. Position Of Leadership

22. Adjective

23. Noun Pl
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24. Body Part

25. Something Outside

26. Something Edible

27. Something Outside

28. Something Edible

29. Body Part Pl

30. Fruit

31. Bodily Emission

32. Something Sweet Pl

33. Body Part

34. Drink



Song of Songs 7

Song of Songs

How Adjective your sandaled feet,

O nickname for your girl !

Your graceful body part pl are like jewels,

the work of an profession hands.

Your body part is a rounded round object

that never lacks blended drink .

Your waist is a mound of agricultural product

encircled by flower type .

Your breasts are like two animal young pl ,

like twin animal young pl of a animal .

Your neck is like an ivory something tall .

Your body part pl are the pools of place

by the gate of place .

Your nose is like the something tall of Lebanon

looking toward place .

Your head crowns you like Mount mountain name .

Your



hair is like royal something ornate ;

the position of leadership is held captive by its tresses.

How Adjective you are and how pleasing,

my love, with your Noun pl !

Your body part is like that of the something outside ,

and your breasts like clusters of something edible .

I said, "I will climb the something outside ;

I will take hold of its something edible ."

May your body part pl be like clusters of fruit on the vine,

the fragrance of your bodily emission like something sweet pl ,

and your body part like the best drink .
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